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1202 

FIRST YEAR T.D.C. SCIENCE EXAMINATION, 2019 

GENERAL ENGLISH  

lkekU; lkekU; lkekU; lkekU; vaxzsthvaxzsthvaxzsthvaxzsth    
Time: Three Hours 

Maximum Marks: 100 
 

INSTRUCTIONS/ funsZfunsZfunsZfunsZ’k’k’k’k    

1. The test booklet contains total 100 questions. Each question carry 1 (one) mark.  

 iz'ui= esa dqy 100100100100 iz’u gSa rFkk izR;sd iz’u 1111 vad dk gSA  
2. Candidate shall be required to attempt all 100 questions. Attempt Questions from 51 to 

70 of any one ‘Animal farm’ Or ‘Vendor of sweets’  

 lHkh 100100100100 iz’u gy djus vfuok;Z gSA iz’u la[;k 51 ls 70 rd dksbZ ,d iqLrd (Animal farm’ 

Or ‘Vendor of sweets’) ds djus gSaA 
3. No negative marking.  

 _.kkRed vad ns; ugha gSA 
4. On receipt of test booklet, the candidate should immediately check it and ensure that it 

is complete in all respect. Discrepancy, if any, should be reported by the candidate to 

the invigilator within 10 minutes of receiving the test booklet.  
 Nk= iz’u cqdysV izkIr djrs gh lcls igys mlds dqy i`"B rFkk iz’u la[;k tk¡p dj ys] ;fn iz’u 

i= esa dksbZ =qfV vFkok dVk&QVk gks rks rqjUr i;Zos{kd dks lwfpr djkosaA 
5. The answer sheet is in the form of OMR answer sheet. Candidates should blacken the 

circle corresponding to correct answer.  

 Nk= dks lHkh iz’uksa ds mÙkj OMR 'khV esa nsus gSaA Nk= dks lgh mÙkj ds dkWye dks uhys isu@dkys 
isu ls xgjk dkyk djuk gSA 

6. While answering each question, candidate should blacken OMR properly with blue or 

black ball pen as per instruction printed on the OMR sheet.   

 Nk= dks mÙkj nsrs le; OMR 'khV ij fn;s x;s funsZ’kksa dks /;ku esa j[krs gq, uhys isu vFkok dkys 
isu ls gh dkWye dks dkyk djuk gSA 

7. For each question only one circle should be blackened. If more than one circle is found 

marked, the question will be treated unattempted.  
 Nk= dks izR;sd iz’u dk mÙkj ,d dkWye esa gh dkyk dj nsuk gSA ;fn ,d ls vf/kd dkys xksys 

cuk;s rks og mÙkj ugha i<+k tk,xkA 
8. Candidate shall be required to deposit OMR answer sheet with the invigilator.   

 Nk= dks OMR 'khV mÙkj nsus ds i'pkr~ i;Zos{kd dks tek djkuh vfuok;Z gSA 
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1. Khidmatgar wanted the polo-ball for -  

(A) Himself  (B) His son  

(C) His master  (D) His daughter  

 

2. What was the name of Khidmatgar’s son?  

(A) Ramu  (B) Imam Din  

(C) Muhammad Din (D) Din Khan   

 

3. What did the author drop one day near the house?  

(A) Sea - Shell  (B) Marbles  

(C) Flowers  (D) Football  

 

4. The child was always ……….while playing. 

(A) laughing  (B) crying  

(C) shouting  (D) smiling  

 

5. The author of the story ‘The Inspector of Schools’ is -  

(A) M. Athar Tahir (B) Rudyard Kipling  

(C) Uma Rao (D) Mulk Raj Anand   
 

6. According to rules, Government did not provide ………for primary schools.  

(A) any furniture  (B) any infrastructure  

(C) a small land  (D) any land and building    

 

7. What did the headman give to run the school?  

(A) Furniture  (B) Any infrastructure  

(C) A small land (D) A shade of sheesham tree  

 

8. How did Master lose his hair? 

(A) By a disease  (B) Due to heat of village  

(C) By carrying sugarcane bundles  (D) None of the above  
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9. The title of Gandhiji’s autobiography is ………. 

(A) My story  (B) My Memories  

(C) My Experiments with Truth  (D) My life My Times 
 

10. Which languages were being taught to students by Gandhiji?  

(A) Hindi, Tamil, Urdu  (B) Hindi, English, Sanskrit  

(C) Tamil, Gujarati, Urdu (D) All of them  

 

11. Gandhiji never attempted to hide ……..from his students.   

(A) his ignorance of the language  (B) his inability to teach Urdu  

(C) his weakness in Tamil and 

Gujarati   

(D) his poor knowledge of Hindi 

Grammar  
 

12. All education is useless without. 

(A) Physical Training  (B) Literary Training 

(C) Spiritual Training (D) Yoga Training  

 

13. Why did the elephant ask for the help?  

(A) It was raining heavily outside  (B) He had no place to hide himself  

(C) It was storm outside  (D) His enemy was chasing him  

 

14. The commission declared the decision in favour of …….. 

(A) Man  (B) Elephant  

(C) Leopard  (D) Both Man and Elephant   

 

15. This story teaches us: (The Gentleman of the jungle) - 

(A) Tit for tat  (B) Don’t lose hope in adversity  

(C) Divide and rule (D) Everything is fair in war  

 

16. The story “The Gentleman of the jungle” is an example of -  

(A) Corruption  (B) Bribery  

(C) Injustice  (D) None of them   
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17. The author of the essay “Unleash Your Creativity” is -  

(A) Robert Epstein  (B) Anurag Mathur  

(C) James Joyce  (D) Dale Carnegie  
 

18. If we want to enhance our own creativity, we should learn about……  

(A) New subjects of religion  (B) Different aspects of arts  

(C) Unfamiliar subjects  (D) Dale Carnegie   
 

19. Author applies some lessons of laboratory for ……  

(A) Children and Teachers (B) Teachers and Parents 

(C) Parents and corporate executives  (D) All of them   

 

20. How many days it took to complete the Dandi march?  

(A) Thirty days  (B) Eighteen days  

(C) Twenty two days  (D) Twenty four days   
 

21. Who sent letter to Gandhiji?  

(A) Mrs. Cousins  (B) Jawaharlal Nehru  

(C) Vallabh Bhai Patel  (D) G.K. Gokhale  

 

22. After the success of Salt Satyagrah, women came out of all walks of life into the ….. 

(A) National movement with full 

confidence  

(B) Non-cooperation movement  

(C) Battle arena for the freedom of 

India  

(D) All fields of movement of 

Independence   
 

23. Kamladevi Chattopadhyay’s father was the district collector of …… 

(A) Mangalore  (B) Kochi  

(C) Pune  (D) Udupi   

 

24. What kind of lesson is “Mr. Krishnan’s family and I”?  

(A) A subjective article  (B) A folk tale  

(C) Fable  (D) Autobiography   
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25. Kolis lived ……. 

(A) In the villages of beach  (B) On the beach  

(C) On one side of the sea (D) In the midst of city   
 

26. From where narrators ancestors came?  

(A) Iraq  (B) Iran  

(C) Afghanistan  (D) Turkey   
 

27. How do parents feel when their child is diagnosed to have some physical or mental 

disability?   

(A) Disappointed and shocked  (B) Sad and hopeless  

(C) Surprised  (D) Curious and excited   
 

28. Name of the child’s instructor in “A Special Child’ is …….  

(A) Ronnie  (B) Jack  

(C) Jim  (D) Tommy   
 

29. The mother refers to the child a special child because ………. 

(A) Child is not normal  (B) It is not fair to call child blind  

(C) It is a way to accept reality  (D) None of them   

 

30. The author of the story. “The Shoes of My Sensei” is -  

(A) E.V. Lucas  (B) Uma Rao  

(C) Shankaran  (D) Goh Sin Tub   

 

31. “I owed it to him to visit him,” here the word ‘I’ refers to - 

(A) Fong  (B) Author  

(C) Tsong Pan  (D) Sensei   
 

32. The meaning of the Japanese word “Heitai-san” is ……….  

(A) Soldier  (B) Worker  

(C) Police  (D) Teacher  
 

33. Gopal studied late in the library because he ……….  

(A) wanted to get higher marks  (B) increase his knowledge  

(C) began to enjoy his subjects  (D) wanted to become a doctor  
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34. What was considered heresy and scandal by Indian teachers -  

(A) Gopal’s resentment  (B) Gopal’s misbehave  

(C) Gopal’s innovations  (D) Gopal’s questions  

 

35. Whom does Gopal call dusty, shrunken old men and bare – minded?  

(A) American Teachers  (B) Indian Teachers  

(C) His childhood Teachers  (D) Religious Teachers 

 

36. Muthashi could not sleep without ……… 

(A) hearing a story   (B) taking sleep pills  

(C) reciting bhajans  (D) talking to God  
 

37. What Kuruman was doing under the champak tree?  

(A) Meditating  (B) Talking to God  

(C) Worshipping the Goddess Kalmia  (D) Creating a statue  

 

38. Kanji is ……. 

(A) a food  (B) a thing to sleep  

(C) a frame  (D) a writing tool   
 

39. Two unknown person started writing letters to each other. This started with column -  

(A) Equations  (B) Relations  

(C) Pen friends  (D) Persuasions  
 

40. What were the ages of the writer and his pen friend when they first wrote to each other -  

(A) 25 and 20 years  (B) 38 and 30 years  

(C) 40 and 30 years  (D) 30 and 26 years  

 

41. What is assumed name of woman in the letter -  

(A) Mallika  (B) Reshma  

(C) Vinita  (D) Sangeeta  
 

42. The writer views the ……….as a labelo for the masculine paradigm of food 

production.   

(A) Milk production  (B) Women  

(C) Grains production  (D) Egg Revolution  
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43. Which is another strategy of maintaining the nutritional balance in the soil?  

(A) Rotational Cropping  (B) Step Cropping  

(C) Hill Cropping  (D) Plains cropping  

 

44. Banubai was the Chairman of ……..  

(A) Development Authority  (B) Sanitation Committee  

(C) Municipal Board  (D) District Board  

 

45. The dispute in story is about the placement of ………. 

(A) Statue  (B) Rubbish bin  

(C) Public water hut  (D) Shop of religious books  
 

46. Pemmy in the story “Between the Temple and Mosque: is -  

(A) Supporter in Banu’s office  (B) Banu’s servant or helper at home  

(C) Banu’s officer incharge  (D) None of them  

 

47. From which book, these stories have been taken? (Two Fables) -  

(A) Feminist Fables  (B) Feminist Creations  

(C) Children Stories (D) Fables for Human rights  

 

48. What did the daughter demand from Lord Vishnu?  

(A) A handsome husband  (B) A son without marriages  

(C) The human standard  (D) Honour of a woman  

 

49. Why was the Brahmin disappointed in “From the Panchatantra”? 

(A) For having a daughter  (B) For not having a son  

(C) Both (A) and (B)  (D) None of them  
 

50. What did Lord Vishnu give the Brahmin?  

(A) A son  (B) A daughter  

(C) Money  (D) Fame   
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 Note: There is choice in Questions Nos. from 51 to 70 Either attempt questions 

from ‘Animal Farm’ or from ‘The Vendor of Sweets’.   

51. Animal farm is a humorous hit at ……… 

(A) Marxist Ideology  (B) Communism  

(C) Communist Dictatorship Russia  (D) All of them  

 

 OR 

 R. K. Narayan was born in ………. 

(A) 1905 A. D.  (B) 1907 A. D. 

(C) 1904 A. D. (D) 1906 A. D.   

 

52. Which of the following novel has been written by George Orwell?  

(A) A Room of One’s Own  (B) Pickwick Papers  

(C) Nineteen Eighty Four  (D) A Tale of Two Cities   

 

 OR 

 The famous novel “The Guide” was written by R. K. Narayan in ………….. 

(A) 1946 A. D. (B) 1950 A. D. 

(C) 1956 A. D. (D) 1952 A. D. 

 

53. What kind of work is “Animal Farm” - 

(A) Social Satire  (B) Comedy  

(C) Historical Irony  (D) Political Satire  
 

 OR 

 Who acted as a hero in the movie “Guide” based on R. K. Narayan’s novel “The 

Guide” - 

(A) Raj Kapoor  (B) Manoj Kumar  

(C) Guru Dutt  (D) Dev Anand  
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54. What is the behaviour of Mr. Jones towards his animals?  

(A) Kind of animals  (B) Cruel to pigs  

(C) Drunken and tyrannical  (D) Killer of animals  
 

 OR 

 R.K. Narayan was born in - 

(A) Pondicherry  (B) Thiruvananthapuram  

(C) Purasawalkam  (D) Anantpuram  
 

55. The name of white goat in Animal farm is ………..  

(A) Mollie  (B) Muriel  

(C) Moses  (D) Napoleon  
 

 OR 

 Who was spoiled in “The Vendor of Sweets” - 

(A) Jagan  (B) Ambika  

(C) Mali  (D) Grace  
 

56. Name the title of the old song taught by Major by animals -  

(A) Song of England  (B) Beasts of England  

(C) National Anthem of England  (D) Songs of Beasts  
 

 OR 

 Jagan devotedly read the ………..daily.  

(A) Ramayan  (B) Bhagwad Gita  

(C) Mahabharat  (D) Hanuman Chalisa  
 

57. Name the title given to the teachings of Old Major -  

(A) Animal rules  (B) Conduct code for Animals  

(C) Animalism  (D) Humanism  
 

 OR 

 Name the person who took part in national movement and climbed the roof of British 

collector’s bungalow in order to bring down the British flag and plant the Indian flag 

in its place.   

(A) Cousin  (B) Mali  

(C) Jagan  (D) Chinna Dorai   
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58. Who asked the most foolish questions about the rebellion soon to take place against 

Mr. Jones?  

(A) Mollie  (B) Moses  

(C) Boxer  (D) Clover  
 

 OR 

 Mali wanted to take part in the ………….competition -  

(A) story writing  (B) debate  

(C) football  (D) cricket  
 

59. What was the first commandment?  

(A) Whatever goes on two legs is an 

enemy  

(B) Whatever goes upon four legs, or 

has wings is a friend  

(C) Nobody shall sleep on beds  (D) No animal shall wear clothes  
 

 OR 

 Mali came with a fantastic scheme of manufacturing a -  

(A) Story writing machine (B) Printing machine  

(C) Hand writing machine  (D) Film making machine  
 

60. Who wrote seven commandments on the wall?  

(A) Snowball  (B)  Napoleon  

(C) Boxer  (D) Major  
 

 OR 

 Jagan reduced the prices of the sweets so that -  

(A) his sweets could be available for 

poor also  

(B) there might be no further earning  

(C) people of the village might be 

happy  

(D) he could get more sale and more 

profit 
 

61. What was the original name of the Animal farm?  

(A) Manor farm (B) Mr. Jones farm  

(C) Mr. Jones Productive farm  (D) Beast farm  
 

 OR 

 Jagan went to the lonely place on the other side of the river with -  

(A) his charkha and cheque book  (B) his cheque book only  

(C) Bhagwad Gita  (D) Sweets   
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62. The animals decided to keep the farm house as -  

(A) Guest room  (B) Rest – room  

(C) Store room  (D) Museum  

 

 OR 

 Who told Jagan about Mali’s arrest?  

(A) Ambika  (B) Sait  

(C) Chinna Dorai  (D) Cousin  
 

63. Name the animal who shirked work. 

(A) Mollie and Cat  (B) Moses and Mollie  

(C) Clover and Cat  (D) Mollie and Boxer  
 

 OR 

 Grace met Mali at -  

(A) Michigan  (B) Grand Canyon   

(C) Niagara  (D) Malgudi  
 

64. Who milked the cows at the farm?  

(A) Goats  (B) Horses  

(C) Pigs  (D) Dogs  
 

 OR 

 Jagan is a -  

(A) Pessimist  (B) Optimist  

(C) Orthodox Hindu Brahmin  (D) Modern  
 

65. What was the motto of the horse Boxer?  

(A) I will drink more  (B) I will work harder  

(C) I will go further  (D) I will not lose  
 

 OR 

 What forms the pivotal of Jagan’s life?  

(A) Allopathy  (B) Naturopathy  

(C) Homeopathy  (D) Ayurvedic  
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66. Who doubted the success of animalism?  

(A) Old Benjamin  (B) Clover  

(C) Snowball  (D) Boxer  
 

 OR 

 Jagan was a specialist in -  

(A) Mysore Pak and Jalebi  (B) Barfi and Rasgulla  

(C) Gulab Jamun and Jalebi  (D) Balushahi and Laddoo 
 

67. On Sundays after breakfast …………ceremony was held.  

(A) praying  (B) flag hoisting  

(C) singing the animal song  (D) duel fighting  

 

 OR 

 Ambika was suffering from -  

(A) Malaria  (B) Typhoid  

(C) Brain Tumour  (D) Tuberculosis  

 

68. When was the anniversary of the Battle of the cowshed?  

(A) 12th October  (B) 12th November  

(C) 12th June  (D) 15th December  
 

 OR 

 What was the name of Sait’s restaurant?  

(A) Anand Bhawan  (B) Ray Bhawan  

(C) Anand Mahal  (D) Bhanwar  Mahal  
 

69. Which animal voluntarily leaves the farm?  

(A) Mollie  (B) Boxer   

(C) Squealer  (D) Napoleon  
 

 OR 

 Who is the captain in the novel ‘The Vendor of Sweets’?  

(A) A watchman   (B) An officer  

(C) The head of the village  (D) The head cook   
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70. Napoleon, the pig, in Animal farm symbolises -  

(A) Stalin  (B) Karl Marx  

(C) Trotsky  (D) Russian church   
 

 OR 

 Who was a sculptor turned hair dyer -  

(A) Chinna Dorai  (B) Mali  

(C) Dodhaji  (D) Cousin  
 

71. By the end of the month they ………….the work.  

(A) have completed  (B) has completed  

(C) will have completed  (D) none of the above  
 

72. It is misfortune that he ……………in an accident last year.  

(A) Started  (B) Starts  

(C) Start  (D) Starting  
 

73. Walking in the dark night, he …………..no one on the road.  

(A) meet  (B) met  

(C) meeting  (D) will meet  
 

74. The police came before the robbers …………. the house.  

(A) have entered  (B) entered  

(C) had entered  (D) would enter  

 

75. All of the school students wanted for a prime.  

(A) go  (B) to go  

(C) went   (D) gone  
 

76. The sun …………. behind the clouds now.  

(A) was hidding  (B) hid  

(C) is hiding  (D) hides  

 

77. The student was very intelligent. He ………. solve any problem.  

(A) can  (B) could  

(C) should  (D) would  
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78. ……………you like to have the lunch?  

(A) Could  (B) Might  

(C) Should  (D) Would  

 

79. Soldiers …………. obey the orders of their commanders.  

(A) must  (B) might  

(C) could  (D) can  

 

80. She …………… work as hard as she can. 

(A) could  (B) would  

(C) will  (D) can  

 

81. The members of the poor family …………. their expenses. 

(A) cut down  (B) cut off  

(C) cut short  (D) None of them   
 

82. The officer ……… the orphans of the school.  

(A) looks for  (B) looks into  

(C) looks after  (D) looks at   

 

83. You are unable to …………. the meaning this passage.  

(A) make off  (B) make out  

(C) make over  (D) make up  
 

84. ……….. I was finishing my homework, she began cooking.  

(A) If  (B) As  

(C) Before  (D) So  
 

85. They received a high mark on their exam……..they had studied hard.  

(A) because  (B) as soon as  

(C) whereas  (D) while  
 

86. She ate ………… I had left.  

(A) until  (B) after  

(C) by the time  (D) whereas   
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87. ………….. the course was difficult, he passed with the highest marks.  

(A) Although  (B) Because  

(C) As soon as  (D) As  

 

88. We will go to Kelly’s to celebrate ……….you win.  

(A) unless  (B) if  

(C) although  (D) as  
 

89. We will finish ………….. he arrives.  

(A) before  (B) due to the fact that  

(C) because  (D) so   

 

90. I have played tennis ……………. I was a young boy.   

(A) as long as  (B) since  

(C) because  (D) when   

 

91. ……………it was expensive, he bought the car.  

(A) Despite  (B) Even though 

(C) Where as  (D) While 

 

92. …………. you need me, I’ll be at Tom’s. 

(A) In the case  (B) While  

(C) As  (D) By the time  

 

93. She would buy a house, ………….she had enough money.  

(A) unless  (B) until  

(C) as  (D) if  

 

94. I washed the dishes …………. my daughter fell asleep.  

(A) when  (B) as long as  

(C) if  (D) so  
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95. He urged us ………. faster.  

(A) to work  (B) working  

(C) having worked  (D) worked  

 

96. Is there anything worth ………. 

(A) buy  (B) to buy  

(C) buying  (D) having bought  

 

97. He is fond of ………… cricket.  

(A) play  (B) playing  

(C) to play  (D) having played  

 

98. ………… is good for health.  

(A) Walk  (B) Walking  

(C) To walk  (D) Walked   

 

99. I have no time …………. 

(A) to waste  (B) wasting  

(C) waste  (D) wasted   

 

100. The children decided …………… 

(A) play  (B) to play  

(C) playing  (D) played  

 

 

----------------------------------------- 
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